
10/28/95 Unry 
4620 

'.!orbit, 'L.. 7613j 

Dear 	T, 

Tee, I'll be getting a new ribbon this morning! I've uned three in a month, I've 

been ty.ing that much an,1 tho-iabo ribbons now are that peer, fg6i-TS,nyway. 

Nom than a year a,-.;o I szTeed for my books to be condensed in a single volimp, 

-ive just gotten proofs to read. 

Auld I'm being reminded of much I'd forgotten, too. It is about one of these that 

I enclosed a proof of pages 154-5. On 155 illyea gpt victures of the rifle as found long, 

relatively speaking, before Stildebaker and Day. 

There is no way of knoJing whether those were in the outtakes but if they Est 

surely would like to be able to use the clearest in HOAX! 

The rough draft of which, by the way, ill done. 

I no longer know omy one at 'JFAA-TV. I =Aimed that you do. Would you please ask 

the right person if they have this and if they do if I an get prints and use them? 

If they still h. vo them, as youltiGht known from your own work, and if they 

agree, please get tin: way credit should bo given so I can do that properly. 

Either ome again the tilath ell't come from Li.vingotone even by accident or his 

book is g.itting no attention. It is 10 az-Ts since hat-fold someone I know that his 

book "ii; on thn trucks," or being delivered. 

I've not heard a word. 

He then also volunteered what I'dssumed, that the outside libel lawyer advised 

G that some of what he wrote about ma had to go, Be complained about that tb this 

friend h.: did not know 	a friend. 

Thanks and best to Oak. Vez44/ 

tit twit 
hiard that Lundberg made name j9icy admissions in being deposed.4If any of that is 

evadable I can still add it to IZNE:: AG,LET! Like Breo'd credentials being those ad 

a sports riter! 



HAROLD WEISBERG 
7627 Old Receiver Rd. 
Frederick, MD 21702 

1/27/94 

Mr. "/'om Alyea 
P.O. Box 4266 
Tulsa, OK 74159 

Dear hr. tlyea, 

It is both a surprise and a disappointment that you have not responded t(: my 

letter of about six weeks ago or made a print of the picture I requested available. 

As you know, I asked for that picture for a book and as you know, Iftere are no 

theories in my books. I want to present an actuality of an important detail in an 

important part of our history and you are exercisinc( the right to suppress that. 

I'm disappointed that you take this position, and I'm surprised that anyone who 

cOnsiders himself a journalist would. 

I'm sorely tempted to include a footnote on the substitute I'll be forced to 

use along with the description given me of the one you can supply and the statement 

that you refused to do that. 

this attitude toward out history comes with poor grace, 1  think, from one who 

had so little regard for it he did nothing to prevent the destruction of most of the 

was it five reels of film you and you alone were able to take at th) scene of the crime, 

and as a result all of thnt was just thrown away. 

Regretfully, 

Harold Weisberg 
//ladle4A/ 

I do not think you have forgotten, but if you have, my interest is in a picture 

shoving the rifle as it was found. 


